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The interfacial spin state of n-type BaTiO3/La0.5Ca0.5MnO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 heterojunction and its
dependence on gate voltage is investigated with magnetic second-harmonic generation at 78 K. The
injection of minority spins alters the interface magnetization of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 from ferromagnetic
to antiferromagnetic exchange coupled, while the bulk magnetization remains unchanged. The emergent interfacial antiferromagnetic interactions are attributed to modulations of the strong doubleexchange interaction between conducting electron spins and local magnetic moments. The results
will help promote the development of new interface-based functionalities and device concepts.
C 2017 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4976587]
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical control of magnetism is a key issue for future
development of low-power spintronics and magnetic random
access memories.1–3 In multiferroic tunnel junctions, the
magnetoelectric (ME) response enables the interfacial magnetization to be manipulated by an electric field through
switching of the ferroelectric (FE) polarization resulting in a
four-state resistance and large tunneling electroresistance
effect.4–13 The so-called magnetoelectric interfaces present a
novel route toward using the spin degree of freedom in electronic devices.14,15 This route is carried out by fabricating
well-defined interfaces between transition metal oxides, to
engineer and cross-couple their unique electric, magnetic,
and transport properties.16,17 A good candidate for the magnetic constituent of such interface is doped manganite, which
received detailed understanding on carrier filling and orbital
effects.18,19 To realize electronic and structural reconstructions of doped manganite, electrostatic and strain effects are
primary methods, which modulate the competition between
different interactions.14,15
Recently, researchers successfully employed polarized
FE layers, e.g., Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 (PZT) or BaTiO3 (BTO), to
alter the magnetic state at the interface of the ferromagnetic
(FM) La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) layer.20,21 Moreover, Yin
et al. observed a giant tunneling electroresistance ratio of
3300% by inserting a 1-nm thick La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (LCMO)
barrier in the junction of LSMO/BTO/LSMO.22 The results
suggest a ferroelectrically induced metal–insulator phase
transition in the LCMO layer that is of ME origin. This has
been investigated by Yi et al.,23 who observed direct evidence for a ferromagnetic-to-antiferromagnetic (AFM) state
transition in LCMO controlled by the FE polarization of
BiFeO3. The interfacial ME coupling effect is mainly
derived from the superexchange between Mn and Fe t2g
a)
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spins.23 The authors also suggest that there may be similar
pathways to implement a reversible switch between FM and
AFM states.23 In this study, we report on a current-induced
ME effect that alters the interface magnetization of BTO/
LCMO/LSMO heterojunction.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, we use magnetic second-harmonic generation
(MSHG) to selectively probe the interface magnetization of
complex oxide heterostructures as a function of gate voltage
Ug [Fig. 1(a)]. We fabricated indium-tin-oxide (ITO)(50 nm)/
BTO(100 nm)/LCMO(1 nm)/LSMO (50 nm) and ITO(50 nm)/
BTO(200 nm)/LSMO(50 nm) heterostructures epitaxially
grown on SrTiO3 (STO) substrates by pulsed laser deposition.
The ITO and LSMO layer serve as top and bottom electrodes,
respectively [Fig. 1(a)]. We refer to these heterojunctions as
samples J1 and J2, respectively. The interfaces of the perovskite layers were characterized on a control sample by scanning transmission electron microscopy with aberration
correction and low-loss electron energy loss spectroscopy.22
The MSHG technique is well suited for probing the interfacial
magnetic state where both spatial-inversion and time-reversal
symmetries are broken.21,24–26 For comparison, magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements are employed to
detect the bulk magnetization. All measurements are performed at 78 K.
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) display the interfacial and bulk
magnetization loops of the BTO/LCMO/LSMO heterostructure (J1) as a function of gate voltage probed with MSHG
and MOKE, respectively. The key findings are twofold: (1)
the interface magnetization is modulated by the applied voltage, while the bulk magnetization is not; and (2) both interface and bulk hysteresis loops are similar with a coercive
field Hc  40 Oe. The result suggests that the magnetization
of LSMO at the heterointerface is altered with different gate
voltages while the magnetic state of bulk LSMO does not
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic depiction of MSHG and MOKE measurement—MOKE measures the bulk magnetization of the LSMO film, while MSHG
selectively probes the interface magnetization only. (b) Interface and (c) bulk magnetic hysteresis loops from BTO/LCMO/LSMO heterostructure (J1) for different external gate voltages Ug measured with MSHG and MOKE techniques at 78 K, respectively.

change. The observation is consistent with MSHG and
MOKE loops obtained from the BTO/LSMO heterostructure
(J2).25 In what follows, we attribute the change of MSHG
signal to minority spin injection and accumulation at the heterointerface, resulting in a change of magnetic ordering of
interfacial Mn ions in LSMO.
Next, we discuss the change of interface magnetization as
a function of Ug in terms of the magnetic contrast of the
MSHG loop [Fig. 2(a)]. The magnetic contrast for a hysteresis loop is defined as21
A¼

IðþMÞ  IðMÞ
;
IðþMÞ þ IðMÞ

(1)

where I(þM) and I(M) are the intensities for the two magnetization states. The magnetic contrast A can be understood
as the height of the jump in the hysteresis loop divided by
the sum of the intensities of both magnetizations. Figure 2(a)
displays the magnetic contrast A obtained from the MSHG
hysteresis loops of sample J1 as a function of Ug, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). For Ug < þ1 V, the interfacial LSMO is in the
FM state since the magnetic contrast is obvious. Above
þ1 V, the magnetic contrast A suddenly vanishes, indicating
a magnetic transition to AFM phase since a paramagnetic
phase is unlikely to occur in LSMO at 78 K due to the strong
superexchange interaction of t2g electrons of neighboring
Mn ions. We attribute this sudden, reversible FM-to-AFM
state transition to an interface ME effect.
Figure 2(b) displays the I–V curve obtained from sample
J1, which clearly shows rectifying behavior with an onset of
current flow across the heterojunction at positive Ug. This
indicates that the observed interface magnetic transition
occurs near the flatband voltage, and hence, it is not driven
by the electric field at the heterojunction. Furthermore, the
P–V curve [Fig. 2(b), inset] shows that the observed interface magnetic transition is not caused by polarization switching of the BTO layer. There is no sudden jump in the P–V
curve nor does the magnetic contrast A exhibit a hysteresis
loop. The observed interface ME effect is therefore not
related to the electrostatic charge-induced interface magnetic
transition of LSMO, as observed for PZT/LSMO
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 35, No. 4, Jul/Aug 2017

interface.20,21 This points toward a new mechanism for the
observed interface ME coupling effect in the LSMO layer,
caused by the forward current through the junction. The
magnetic properties of the ultrathin LCMO interlayer are not
observed or distinguished, as it is initially AFM at zero gate
voltage and can be tuned to other states by different carrier
injection (a special kind of doping).22

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) MSHG magnetic contrast A as a function of gate
voltage Ug from BTO/LCMO/LSMO heterostructure (J1). (b) I–V curve
measured from sample J1 at 78 K. Decreasing (increasing) gate voltages are
labeled in black (red). The inset shows the ferroelectric polarization (P) in
BTO as a function of Ug measured at 78 K. The direction of positive P is
defined as pointing away from LSMO electrode.
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III. DISCUSSION
Next, we discuss the microscopic mechanism of the
observed interface ME effect. Figure 3 shows a schematic of
the proposed magnetic structure and spin alignment at the
BTO/LCMO/LSMO heterojunction. For simplicity, the
LCMO interlayer is not shown. For FE polarization pointing
away from the LSMO layer, the hole accumulation biases the
interfacial LSMO layer toward the AFM insulating phase.
However, the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 has stoichiometry that is far
enough from the phase boundary and a change in magnetic
order is not expected owing to a build-up of screening
charge.22 On the other hand, for a positive gate voltage
applied to the LSMO layer [Fig. 3(b)], an electron current
begins to flow through the BTO/LSMO heterojunction. Both,
spin-up and spin-down electrons will be injected from the
conduction band of BTO into the interfacial LSMO layer,
since the spin polarization of LSMO surfaces extracted from
transport measurements usually yield less than 95%.27 The
majority spin-up electrons will quickly relax to the Fermi
level and conduct through the LSMO layer. In contrast, the
minority spin-down electrons will strongly interact with the
local spins of the t2g electrons due to the large Hund’s rule
coupling. This will weaken the double-exchange mechanism
and hence reduce the ferromagnetic coupling between Mn
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ions at the LSMO interface. At a critical gate voltage Uc, the
injected minority spin-down electrons will reduce the doubleexchange mechanism such that the super-exchange interaction
will dominate, and the interfacial LSMO layer will undergo a
FM-to-AFM state transition. This magnetic reconstruction
will occur in a few Mn layers at the interface since the minority spin-down electrons will strongly scatter with electrons,
phonons, and magnons, resulting in spin-flip processes.28 The
primary one is the Elliott–Yafet-type of spin-flip scattering,
which usually takes place on a time scale of a few hundred
femtoseconds.29 For comparison, the characteristic timescales
of double- and super-exchange coupling, J  10 and 7 K,30
can be estimated via Heisenberg relation s ¼ h/jJj  4 ps. The
magnetic reconstruction at the interface also leads to spin
frustration, with the competition between AFM coupling at
the interface and FM ground state of bulk LSMO. To achieve
a more energetically favorable state, the spins in the interfacial layer will cant along the spin direction of the bulk
LSMO.
We may speculate about the orbital/spin ordering in the
interfacial LSMO layer. If the d3z2 r2 orbitals are energetically favored, then the double-exchange interaction induced
by hopping of eg electrons is stronger in the z direction
(surface normal), while super-exchange coupling induced

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Below critical gate voltage Uc, majority spins (up arrows) of Mn3þ and Mn4þ ions are double-exchange coupled (right panel), leading
to a ferromagnetic state of LSMO. (b) Above Uc, majority spins flow across the LSMO layer by spin-hopping process t. In contrast, the minority spins (down
arrows) will accumulate at the interface, since the spin-hopping process t is blocked by the strong interaction with the local spins due to the large Hund’s rule
coupling JH (right panel). The AFM super-exchange interaction of t2g electrons between neighboring Mn ions dominates, and the interfacial LSMO layer
undergoes a FM-to-AFM phase transition.
JVST B - Nanotechnology and Microelectronics: Materials, Processing, Measurement, and Phenomena
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by local t2g electrons is stronger in the x–y plane (surface
plane). This interfacial d3z2 r2 orbital occupation favors the
C-type AFM spin ordering, and the easy axis of the AFM
phase is oriented along z direction.31 This orbital/spin
ordering is consistent with our observation that the MSHG
magnetic contrast vanishes as the spin coupling on x–y
plane is tuned into AFM type at the LSMO interface. On
the other hand, the dx2 y2 ordering naturally leads to the
AFM coupling between adjacent Mn layers via the superexchange interaction, which is responsible for the A-type
(planar) AFM ordering in LSMO. This would not cause the
MSHG magnetic contrast to vanish, if the MSHG signal is
generated in the first Mn layer at the interface. These observations are consistent with our recent findings from n-type
BTO/LSMO (Ref. 25) and n-type STO/LCMO/LSMO (Ref.
26) heterostructures, where the injection of minority spins
at the interface causes a sudden, reversible transition of the
spin alignment of interfacial Mn ions from ferromagnetic to
C-type antiferromagnetic exchange coupled. We note, that
the ultrathin LCMO interlayer improves significantly the
MSHG magnetic contrast in these complex oxide heterostructures, which is consistent with the observation by Yin
et al. of a much enhanced tunneling electroresistance ratio
of 3300% by inserting a 1-nm thick LCMO barrier in the
junction of LSMO/BTO/LSMO.22 On the other hand, this
study shows that the critical gate voltage Uc of the interface
magnetic transition does not depend strongly on the LCMO
interlayer.
IV. CONCLUSION
The observed current-induced interfacial magnetoelectric coupling mechanism is conceptually different from
those known previously, such as FE polarization-induced
changes in the lattice strain or nature of chemical bonding,
and/or charge (carrier) modulation at the multiferroic heterojunction.15 Both can affect the FM moments at the interface of a LSMO or LCMO layer, as expected from their
critical phase-competitive nature in magnetism. Here, the
injected minority spins through strong Hund’s interaction
with the local magnetic moments cause a sudden and
reversible magnetic transition at the LSMO interface. The
results are important for the transport properties of magnetic tunneling junctions, because an interfacial magnetic
transition may notably change the spin polarization of the
tunneling current and thus be decisive for tunneling
magnetoresistance.
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